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Introduction

Plaintiffs seek the most direct route to satisfy claims 
against a law fi rm for malpractice. They have recourse 
to liability insurance and a fi rm’s assets. Consequent-
ly, in the normal case of a claim against professionals, 
the claim will be asserted against the fi rm; the fi rm 
and its insurers will make payment; and the fi rm own-
ers need have no fear as to their personal assets. Even 
in the case of a general partnership, although all part-
ners are jointly and severally liable for all obligations 
of the partnership,1 generally a judgment creditor may 
not levy execution against the assets of partners to 
satisfy a judgment based on a claim against the part-
nership until the assets of the partnership have been 
exhausted.2 In the event of a catastrophe, however, 
the personal assets of the innocent professionals are 
at risk because the partners are vicariously liable for 
the obligations of the partnership.

In the early 1990s, the focus was on actions against 
law and accounting fi rms that represented failed fi -
nancial institutions.3 In the current decade, attention 
is directed to professional fi rms that advised failed 
corporations such as Enron and WorldCom. The 
names “Arthur Andersen”4 and “Enron”5 strike fear 
in the hearts of professionals, particularly those with 
larger fi rms. Forms of practice that may limit the risk 
of vicarious liability are again in the spotlight.6

Lawyers may not enter agreements prospectively 
limiting liability to a client for malpractice.7 However, 
they may enter contracts excluding or limiting vicari-
ous liability in commercial transactions, such as offi ce 
leases. The focus of this article will be on the present 
state of the law of vicarious malpractice liability.8

Developments in the Law

Ten years ago, the availability of a limited liability 
shield for lawyers was not as clear as it is today. 
In the April 7, 1994, draft of the RESTATEMENT (THIRD) 
OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS, §79, stated that the 

black letter law was vicarious liability for law fi rm 
principals regardless of form of organization.9 The 
draft noted a rejection by the ALI Council of a mo-
tion to prefi x the Section with the phrase, “Except as 
otherwise provided by statute.”10 According to the 
Comment, in the case of a professional corporation, 
its shareholder-principals were said to be vicariously 
liable in the same manner they would be in a partner-
ship for the negligence or misconduct of principals 
or employees in the rendition of legal services.11 At 
the 1994 annual meeting of the ALI, the section was 
recommitted to the Reporters for further study based 
on the argument that the draft was not an accurate 
statement of the law.12

After at least two additional drafts,13 Section 79 
was substantially changed and included in revised 
form as Section 58 of the Offi cial Text approved at 
the 1998 ALI annual meeting. Under that section, 
each principal of a law fi rm organized as a general 
partnership without limited liability is liable jointly 
and severally with the fi rm, but “[a] principal of a 
law fi rm organized other than as a general partner-
ship without limited liability as authorized by law is 
vicariously liable for the acts of another principal or 
employee of the fi rm to the extent provided by law.”14 
In 1998, most states did not provide by law that a law 
fi rm principal was vicariously liable for the acts of 
others. Thus, the black letter rule was reversed from 
the 1994 draft.

During the years of the ALI debates, there were a 
number of states that had imposed vicarious liability on 
the principals of law fi rm limited liability entities or did 
not permit limited liability companies (LLCs) or limited 
liability partnerships (LLPs) to engage in law practice. 
There have been amendments to statutes or rules of 
court, or court decisions by 15 of those states to permit 
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those forms of practice and to eliminate vicarious li-
ability.15 The current general principle governing law 
fi rms in every state is that, subject to certain conditions, 
an owner of a limited liability entity is not, solely by 
reason of being an owner, personally liable for debts 
or claims against, or acts or omissions of, the entity or 
another owner or employee. 

It should be noted that in the case of LLPs, 12 
states16 afford only a “partial shield.” That means that 
the general LLP statute protects against claims aris-
ing only from “omissions, negligence, wrongful acts, 
misconduct or malpractice.”17 That leaves vicarious 
liability for general business obligations. For example, 
Arthur Andersen LLP was an Illinois partial shield LLP 
in which the partners had liability protection against 
professional liability claims 
but not against claims from 
any other cause, including 
“ordinary commercial debt.”18 
In the Andersen bankruptcy 
proceedings, the Committee of 
Unsecured Creditors asserted 
that the current payment by 
Andersen of its “ordinary 
commercial debt,” as well 
as current distributions be-
ing made by Andersen to its partners, may constitute 
fraudulent conveyances under applicable fraudulent 
conveyance laws.19 According to the claim, paying 
down ordinary commercial debts “would effectively 
reduce the potential liability of Andersen’s partners, at 
the expense of Anderson Malpractice Claimants who 
could only look to partnership assets, but not to assets of 
individual partners (other than those directly involved 
in malpractice) for satisfaction of any judgment.”

Availability of the Entity

The principal entities used by law fi rms are profes-
sional corporations or associations (PCs), LLCs and 
LLPs.20 An LLP is a general partnership in which the 
general partners have limited liability.21 In the lan-
guage of the Restatement, an LLP would be described 
as a general partnership with limited liability. 

For many years, every state has permitted the use 
of professional corporations or associations for the 
practice of law. Every state except California22 now 
permits LLCs for the practice of law. Many LLC acts 
include express authorization of professional LLCs.23 
In a number of states with LLC statutes having broad 
general purpose provisions but no express profes-
sional LLC provisions, rules of court expressly permit 
law fi rm limited liability entities, including LLCs.24 

With the amendment of the Illinois Supreme Court 
Rule 721, effective July 1, 2003, LLPs for the practice 
of law appear to be permitted in every state. 

Limitations on Vicarious Liability

State supreme courts generally assert inherent authority 
to regulate the legal profession.25 Therefore, notwith-
standing general statutes that grant limited liability to 
entity owners, the courts claim the authority to make 
that determination for law fi rms. According to a leading 
commentator, caution should be exercised until a par-
ticular state high court has spoken.26 For example, the 
Georgia Supreme Court held that the shareholders of a 
law fi rm professional corporation were not entitled to 
the statutory limits on liability available to other profes-

sionals.27 However, that court 
has overruled that case.28 The 
state high courts that earlier 
had mandated vicarious liabil-
ity have adopted rules of court 
expressly permitting limited vi-
carious liability.29 Other courts 
in case law have recognized 
the liability limitation.30

Illinois had been the only 
remaining state that expressly 

imposed unlimited vicarious liability on lawyers prac-
ticing in limited liability entities. Illinois Supreme 
Court Rule 721(d) was amended, effective July 1, 
2003, to eliminate the imposition of vicarious liabil-
ity. New Rule 722 was added expressly to permit 
limited liability law practice, if the entity maintains 
the required minimum insurance or alternative fi -
nancial responsibility. Effective in 2003, Illinois also 
adopted RUPA and changed from a “partial shield” to 
a “full shield” state.31 For existing partnerships, Illinois 
RUPA will not apply until 2008 unless the partnership 
elects earlier coverage. Widespread election of early 
application should be anticipated.

Requirements for Limited Liability

In a number of states, the general LLP statute requires 
the entity, at least for all professionals, to carry or 
maintain professional liability insurance.32 In some 
states, the rules of court applicable to all law fi rm 
limited liability entities require a law fi rm to carry 
prescribed amounts of professional liability insurance 
or alternative forms of “fi nancial responsibility” in 
order to secure limited liability.33 Maintaining insur-
ance or alternative professional responsibility has 
been described as the quid pro quo for permitting 
the limited liability conferred by the enabling acts.34 

State Law & State Taxation

In the event of a catastrophe, 
however, the personal assets of the 
innocent professionals are at risk 

because the partners are vicariously 
liable for the obligations of the 

partnership.
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It is surprising that lawyers would need an incentive 
to carry professional liability insurance, but appar-
ently that is the case.35

The rules of court in the states are not uniform, but 
they give rise to two common issues, namely, time 
of compliance and effect of noncompliance.36 For 
example, what happens if a fi rm has procured the 
requisite insurance, but coverage is denied when a 
substantial claim is asserted? Do the entity owners 
lose both the insurance coverage and the entity li-
ability protection? 

Generally, professional liability policies are on a 
“claims-made” basis. They cover claims fi rst made 
against the insured and reported to the company 
during the policy period regardless of when the act 
or omission giving rise to the claim occurred.37 What 
if a “claims made” policy is in effect at the time of 
the alleged negligent act, but not in effect when the 
claim is asserted? A Colorado court held that its rule 
was not violated under those circumstances.38

First American Title Insurance Co. v. Lawson39 illus-
trates the risk inherent in a rule that conditions limited 
liability on insurance coverage. The law fi rm that was 
the subject of that case was a three-man New Jersey 
LLP. The fi rm’s managing partner had made material 
misrepresentations when he applied for malpractice 
coverage on behalf of the fi rm and its members. Two 
title insurance companies sued the fi rm and its part-
ners to recover payments they had made to defrauded 
clients of the fi rm, and the professional liability insurer 
sought a determination that the policy was rescinded 
for fraud in the application.

The New Jersey Supreme Court held that the in-
surance carrier was entitled to rescind the policy in 
respect of the fi rm as an entity, the managing partner 
and another partner whose conduct was such that the 
court concluded that he knew or should have known 
that the information submitted to the carrier was false 
or misleading. As to the innocent partner, the court 
refused to permit the rescission of his coverage. 

The Supreme Court noted that one of the plaintiffs 
had asserted in its complaint that the fi rm’s LLP status 
should be declared void for failure to maintain the 
professional liability insurance required by the rules 
of court. That issue was not addressed in the lower 
appellate court opinion.40 Having held that the carrier 
was entitled to rescind its coverage of the fi rm as an 
entity, the court did not discuss the effect on the fi rm’s 
status as an LLP. The court did say that by organizing 
as an LLP, the innocent partner had every reason to 
believe his liability would be limited and that voiding 
his coverage solely because of his partners’ wrongful 

conduct potentially would expose him to uninsured 
liability in a manner inconsistent with his expectations 
under the New Jersey LLP law. In effect, the inno-
cent partner was spared the normal consequences of 
misbehavior of a partner in a matter relating to the 
ordinary course of the partnership’s business. 

Perhaps the determination to revoke the LLP status 
was implicit in the Court’s opinion. Unless the LLP 
status had been deemed terminated, why would 
the innocent partner’s individual insurance cover-
age have been important? However, the Court also 
referred to protection as to matters that the innocent 
partner had handled for other clients, as to which he 
would have had personal liability whether or not the 
fi rm was an LLP. Because no claim involving other 
clients was before the Court, there would have been 
no reason for the Court to have discussed that issue. 
Alternatively, the Court may have concluded that it 
did not have to address the issue because the policy 
remained effective for the innocent partner.

The Illinois Supreme Court rule, which conditions 
liability protection on maintaining minimum insur-
ance or alternative fi nancial responsibility, attempts 
to address the problem. Rule 722(b)(1) provides that if 
evidence of the requisite insurance is provided with a 
registration or renewal application for LLP status, and 
“it is ultimately determined that the limited liability 
entity failed to maintain minimum insurance during 
the period covered by that registration or renewal, 
unless such failure is fraudulent or willful the joint 
and several liability of the owners for a claim aris-
ing out of wrongful conduct shall be limited to the 
minimum per claim amount of insurance applicable 
to the limited liability entity under this rule.” Thus, 
failure to have the requisite coverage is not fatal to 
the liability protection unless the failure is fraudulent 
or willful. The situation that was contemplated was 
a loss of coverage for reasons that are not the fault 
of the fi rm, such as the insurance carrier’s becoming 
insolvent.41 How does that concept apply to the facts 
of First American Title, in which the fi rm’s policy was 
nullifi ed because of fraud in the application? Did that 
constitute a fraudulent failure of coverage, or is the 
concept limited to acts such as intentionally cancel-
ing the policy after fi ling the registration? Certainly, 
the loss of coverage could not be described as to 
having been not due to the fault of the fi rm.

In some states, vicarious liability for malpractice 
claims against lawyers continues, but only up to cer-
tain dollar amounts, or the amount of the deductible, 
or to the extent of the failure to maintain the required 
insurance or alternative fi nancial responsibility.42
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Rules of Conduct43

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct preclude 
a lawyer from limiting his liability for malpractice.44 
However, that constraint is not treated as prohibiting 
members of a law fi rm from limiting their vicarious 
liability through limited liability entities.45 The ABA 
has issued a Formal Opinion to that effect,46 as have 
a number of state and local bar committees.47

Responsibility for Own Acts

Notwithstanding the general rule of limited liability, the 
shareholders of a corporation, members of an LLC and 
partners of an LLP remain responsible for their own 
acts or omissions.48 Although some statutes and rules 
of court contain an express provision to that effect,49 
the result is the same under the common law in the 
absence of statute.50 Direct liability results not from 
status as an owner of the fi rm but from the personal 
acts or omissions.

Supervisory Responsibility

Lawyers also retain supervi-
sory responsibility of various 
kinds.51 Direct supervisory 
responsibility arises from two 
sources. First, under common 
law principles, a principal is 
subject to direct liability to a 
third party for injury caused 
by an agent’s conduct when 
the principal is negligent in selecting, supervising or 
otherwise controlling the agent.52 In addition, some 
states expressly impose liability for negligence in 
supervising or controlling the agent.53

There may also be no-fault supervisory responsibil-
ity. A number of LLP acts provide that the registration 
as an LLP “shall not affect the liability” of a partner 
either for his own negligence or “that of any person 
under his direct supervision and control.”54 In addi-
tion to the scope of “direct” supervision,55 it is not 
clear under the “shall not affect” language whether 
the statute is intended to impose no-fault liability 
on the supervising partner or whether it is merely to 
continue any common law liability the partner may 
have had for negligence in supervising others.56 Under 
a no-fault statute, it is not necessary for a claimant to 
establish negligence in supervision.

I have found no cases addressing that issue. 
Whether a lawyer has direct supervisory authority 
in a particular case is a question of fact. There are 
a few cases in which the responsible supervisory 

relationship was not found to exist.57 Whether the 
basis of the liability is no-fault or negligence, if it is 
viewed as a direct breach of duty by the supervising 
partner, then the claimant can seek to collect di-
rectly from that person without fi rst having to obtain 
a judgment against the partnership and to exhaust 
the partnership’s assets.58 

If the legislative intent is to impose no-fault vi-
carious liability, as distinguished from preserving 
common law liability for negligent supervision, more 
direct language would be appropriate. For example, 
New York and Maine appear affi rmatively to impose 
liability on the supervising attorney without regard 
to fault. Under the LLP laws of those states, the entity 
owner is liable for any negligent or wrongful act or 
misconduct when committed “by any person under 
his direct supervision and control” while rendering 
professional services on behalf of the fi rm.59 

One interpretation of the “shall not affect” language 
that would result in no-fault liability of the supervis-
ing partner is as follows. Under the law of general 

partnerships, joint and several 
liability is the general rule. 
The LLP provision provides 
relief from joint and several 
liability in most cases, but 
that special relief does not 
apply, or, stated differently, 
does not affect, the liability 
of the supervising partner. In 
other words, the supervising 

partner is not afforded the liability relief otherwise 
available to the other partners.60 Although that argu-
ment is plausible in the context of an LLP statute, it 
is less persuasive when similar language is used in 
PC or LLC statues.61

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct have an 
analogous supervisory rule making a lawyer respon-
sible as a disciplinary matter for another’s violation. 
However, what is described as the “duty to cure”62 
rule does not impose no-fault responsibility; it ap-
plies if the lawyer knows of the conduct but fails to 
take remedial action.63 On the premise that no-fault 
civil liability does not result from the mere failure to 
comply with the Model Rule duty to cure, there is 
even less reason to interpret an ambiguous statute to 
impose no-fault civil liability when under the facts, 
there would not be a violation of the Model Rule. 
Absent a clear statutory directive, it would seem 
reasonable to interpret the statutory standard in the 
same manner as the Model Rule, that is, not to impose 
no-fault liability.64 

State Law & State Taxation

Notwithstanding the general rule of 
limited liability, the shareholders of a 
corporation, members of an LLC, and 
partners of an LLP remain responsible 

for their own acts or omissions.
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It should be noted that, even within a single state, 
the statutory rules of supervisory responsibility may 
not be the same for all limited liability entities.65 New 
York and a few other states have the same rule for PCs, 
LLCs and LLPs. In a number of states, however, for no 
apparent policy reason, the statutes differ not only as 
to the articulation of supervisory responsibility, but 
whether or not there is supervisory responsibility.66

Wrongful Distributions

Corporate67 and LLC68 statutes prohibit distributions 
to shareholders and members that render the entity 
insolvent. RUPA and most LLP statutes do not impose 
a limitation on distributions; a few do.69 Entity owners 
who receive distributions in violation of the limitation 
are liable to return them to the entity. In addition, 
even though the Illinois pre-RUPA LLP statute did 
not impose a limit on distributions, in the Andersen 
bankruptcy proceedings, an effort is being made to 
require the partners to repay partnership distributions 
in the context of a partial shield LLC statute.

In the corporate context, persons may be both an em-
ployee and a shareholder. Compensation for services 
generally takes the form of salary and bonuses to employ-
ees, and the distribution of dividends to shareholders. 
The statutory limits apply to dividends but generally not 
to reasonable compensation for services.70

RUPA defi nes “distribution” generally as a transfer 
from a partnership to a partner in the partner’s capac-
ity as a partner. According to the RUPA comment, 
transfer to a partner in the partner’s capacity as an 
“employee of the partnership” is not a distribution. 
There is no indication as to what is meant by a partner 
being an employee of the partnership. Partnership 
profi ts refl ect the partnership net earnings from its 
business or investments, but a particular partner’s 
share may refl ect both a return on capital, and, as in 
a professional practice, compensation for services. 
A number of states have modifi ed their statutes to 
provide that “distribution” does not include reason-
able compensation for services or payment pursuant 
to a bona fi de retirement plan.71

When Is Liability Incurred?

The question of when an obligation is incurred is 
signifi cant in a number of situations:

Admission into an existing general partnership 
that is not an LLP72

The registration of a general partnership as an 
LLP73

A change in the LLP statute from “partial shield” 
to “full shield”

Termination of LLP registration74

Partner dissociation from a general partnership 
that is not an LLP
Conversion of a partnership into a limited liability 
entity75

Conversion of a limited liability entity into a 
nonlimited liability entity

A recent case illustrates the point. Dow v. Jones76 
involved a claim against a law fi rm for malpractice 
by a former partner that arose after the dissolution 
of the fi rm. The Court held that it would impose li-
ability on the fi rm for legal malpractice claims arising 
after dissolution where the conduct at issue was ap-
propriate for winding up the law fi rm partnership. 
For that purpose, cases that are pending at the time 
of dissolution are matters that must be wound up. 
Consequently, a former partner’s malpractice that 
occurs after dissolution in a case that was pending 
before dissolution can still bind the dissolved law 
fi rm partnership.

The limited liability entity statutes generally do not 
address the subject of when a liability is incurred. 
A RUPA comment states that other law determines 
when an obligation is incurred.77 However, the RUPA 
comment does state principles as to when an obliga-
tion is incurred.78 The Minnesota LLP statute is the 
only one that prescribes when a partnership debt or 
obligation is incurred, incorporating the language 
from the RUPA comment.79 In the case of a tort, the 
partnership obligation is incurred when the tort oc-
curs, not at the time of actual injury or harm.80

Indemnifi cation and Contribution

“Indemnifi cation”81 is the term used to refer to the 
right of an agent to be reimbursed by the principal 
for liabilities incurred on behalf of the principal.82 In 
the partnership context, “contribution” refers to the 
obligation of partners to contribute to the partner-
ship to enable it to meet its obligations, which may 
include an indemnity obligation to a partner.83 Some 
organizational statutes mandate indemnifi cation and 
others permit the parties to create rights to indemni-
fi cation. For example, RUPA §401(c) provides that, 
unless otherwise stated, a partnership shall reimburse 
a partner for payments made and indemnify a partner 
for liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of the 
business of the partnership or for the preservation of 
its business or property. There is, however, an im-
portant distinction between the indemnifi cation right 
under the general rules of agency, on the one hand, 
and the partnership rule, on the other. A principal’s 
duty to indemnify does not extend to losses that result 
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from the agent’s own negligence.84 However, under 
RUPA §404(c), because a partner’s duty of care is to 
refrain from gross negligence, a partner is entitled 
to indemnifi cation for losses that result from the 
partner’s simple negligence.

RUPA §306(c) refl ects the assumption that by be-
coming an LLP, the partners intend to eliminate the 
contribution obligation. That section provides that 
the fi ling of a statement of qualifi cation as an LLP 
overrides any inconsistent provisions of the partner-
ship agreement, including contribution obligations 
that existed immediately before the vote to approve 
becoming an LLP.85 However, a partner’s right to in-
demnifi cation under RUPA is not so affected by the 
partnership’s becoming an LLP.86

A frequently raised question in preparing the agree-
ment among the owners of a limited liability entity 
is whether to have a provision obligating the entity 
owners to contribute to the liabilities incurred by 
certain of the members of the fi rm, such as managing 
partners or section heads, who have a greater risk of 
being subjected to vicarious supervisory liability, or to 
lawyers subject to claims for simple rather than gross 
negligence.87 Those in super-
visory positions are producing 
revenues that all the owners 
share, but are left to bear the 
risk alone. However, the par-
ties should recognize that, to 
the extent that they agree to 
any contribution obligation, 
they are creating a hole in the 
liability protection shield. 

More importantly, there 
is no assurance that the agreed-upon contribution 
payment will be applied as intended. As previously 
stated, in the Andersen bankruptcy proceedings, the 
creditors have asserted that payments by Andersen 
that reduced assets of the partnership that would 
otherwise be available to pay the claims for which 
the partners have limited liability is a fraudulent 
conveyance. Thus, if contributing owners transfer 
funds to the entity, which then disburses the funds 
to indemnify the lawyer who incurred the liability, 
the creditors of the entity can be expected to object. 
If those creditors succeed, then the contributing part-
ners would have assisted unintended benefi ciaries. 

A variation of an agreement by the otherwise 
protected partners to contribute to the entity is an 
agreement among the partners to contribute directly 
to the partner who incurs the loss for which he is 
entitled to indemnifi cation by the partnership. The 

partners should be able to have a cross-indemnifi ca-
tion agreement among themselves that is not treated 
as a constructive contribution agreement. However, 
even a cross-indemnity agreement may benefi t some-
one other than the intended partner. For example, 
if a partner’s loss is so great as to force that partner 
into bankruptcy, the right to contribution under the 
agreement will be viewed as an asset of the debtor 
partner to which his creditors may be expected to 
seek to avail themselves.

Choice of Entity

A recent analysis indicated that almost one-half of 
law fi rms in the United States use the PC form.88 The 
reason for the predominance of PCs is because that 
form has been available considerably longer than 
the other limited liability entity forms. The risk of a 
substantial tax cost on converting to an unincorpo-
rated form is the principal deterrent to conversion to 
another form.89

Although the LLC is very popular for commercial 
businesses, it is not so widely used by profession-
als.90 The advantage of the LLC over the partnership 

is that under every LLC act the 
LLC members have the same 
complete liability protection 
that is available to share-
holders of a corporation. 
By comparison, under the 
“partial shield” statutes of 
12 states, liability protection 
is less complete than it is in 
“full shield” states. Neverthe-
less, according to the survey, 

in law fi rms with more than 50 lawyers, the LLP is 
the most popular form, and the “preference of LLPs 
strengthens as fi rms grow in size.”91 In view of the 
Arthur Andersen experience, it would be surprising 
to see the LLP form selected in a partial shield state. 
In the single-owner fi rm, an LLC, but not a partner-
ship, may be used.

A number of reasons have been suggested for the 
relatively small number of law fi rms that practice as 
LLCs. First, that form is not available for California 
fi rms or foreign fi rms with California offi ces. Sec-
ond, there is a concern that there is a greater risk 
that interests in an LLC will be treated as securities 
for securities law purposes. Third, the IRS has given 
no guidance as to whether Code Sec. 736, which 
permits retirement payments to be deductible to the 
fi rm, and which section refers to “general partners” 
but is silent as to LLC members, will be available for 

State Law & State Taxation

The advantage of the LLC over 
the partnership is that under every 

LLC act the LLC members have 
the same complete liability protection 

that is available to shareholders 
of a corporation.
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ENDNOTES

LLCs. Fourth, there seems to be a feeling that in the 
case of an existing entity, because an LLC is different 
from an LLP partnership, the LLC agreement requires 
a restatement rather than merely amendment, inviting 
the reopening of business decisions thought to have 
been laid to rest.

Conclusion

With limited exceptions, lawyers are permitted in ev-
ery state to organize law practices as PCs, LLCs and 
LLPs. Moreover, there is no state in which the current 
law, whether by statute, rule of court or decision, is 
that lawyers may not avail themselves of the protec-

tion against vicarious liability afforded by the PC, LLC 
and LLP statutes. There is reason to believe that law 
fi rms will continue to look to the limited liability entity 
together with professional liability insurance for protec-
tion against vicarious liability. The signifi cant issue that 
will have to be addressed is the continued potential 
liability of the supervising lawyers at the same time that 
the other fi rm members have liability protection. More-
over, those persons should consider liability insurance 
for claims not covered by a professional liability policy, 
including employer’s practice insurance for claims such 
as wrongful termination and discrimination, unemploy-
ment or fi duciary liability insurance.
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